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Abstract-Reliable estimation of position in time and space 
has become a key necessity in several technical applications like 
mobile navigation, precision farming or network synchronization. 
While the increasing amount of operating Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) offers diverse possibilities to receive 
GNSS signals worldwide and to determine position accurately, 
inter- and intrasystem interference has been identified as a 
problem of growing importance. The performance of receivers 
which track all in-view satellites individually degrades if mutual 
interference is not taken into account. Therefore, we consider 
the problem of joint signal parameter estimation. For scenarios 
where the signals of difIerent satellites superimpose at the 
receiver a joint maximum likelihood estimator for all relevant 
signal parameters is derived. In order to keep the computation 
of the related likelihood function, and the determination of its 
maximum, feasible for a low-complexity receiver, an iterative 
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is applied. Simula
tions for different scenarios show that this approach is efficient 
in the estimation theoretic sense, and robust against interference 
that is caused by signals with known structure. 

Index Terms-global positioning system, channel estimation, 
multiple access interference 

I. INTRODUCTION 

INTERFERENCE is more and more becoming a problem 
in Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). Different 

systems like GPS or the forthcoming Galileo and Compass 
occupy the same radio frequency (RF) bands, whether for 
the sake of interoperability or due to shortage on available 
carrier frequencies. As a consequence, the relevant RF bands 
are occupied by an increasing number of satellites of different 
systems causing intersystem interference (Fig. 1) for GNSS 
receivers. Besides intersystem interference, the satellite signals 
of a single system interfere with each other when centered 
around the same carrier frequency. This intrasystem interfer
ence (Fig. 1) is considerable since the number of in-view 
satellites of a single fully operational GNSS can be as large 
as twelve or higher. 

Both kinds of interference have in conunon that they result 
from the joint transmission of multiple transmitters at the 
same time on the same frequency band. The signals of 
K distinct line-of-sight (LOS) satellites superimpose at the 
receive antenna. While the receiver aims to specify the signal 
parameters like time-of-arrival (TOA) and carrier-phase of 
each signal component, the estimation of these parameters is 
disturbed by thermal noise of the analog radio components. 
Additionally, the signal components affect the parameter es
timation accuracy among each other due to multiple access 

interference (MAl). A similar problem arises in wireless 
CDMA communication systems [1] [2]. 

The compatibility of different satellites and systems is 
achieved today by spread-spectrum and pulse-shaping meth
ods. Pseudo-random (PR) spreading sequences with low cross
correlation are assigned to each satellite in attempt to orthogo
nalize multiple access and through different versions of binary
offset carrier (BOC) modulation signal power is split in the 
frequency domain. While synchronization of the transmitting 
satellites is possible, the satellite signals arrive asynchronously 
at different receivers. The dependence of individual signal pa
rameters like time and Doppler-shift on the receivers position 
and their relative velocities makes it impossible to ensure full 
separation of satellite signals for all users. 

A possible solution to combat intersystem interference could 
be to increase the signal power of a certain system. While 
this might lead to an improved performance of the associated 
receivers, the performance of other systems will degrade due to 
a higher interference level. As an alternative, political debates 
could lead to a partitioning of the available frequency bands 
that would allow to operate different systems under tolerable 
intersystem interference. 

However, we propose a technical solution to the problem 
of inter- and intrasystem interference which is based solely 
on the receiver. Instead of performing range measurements 
for each satellite separately this task is formulated as a joint 
channel parameter estimation problem. An iterative algorithm 
ensures computational complexity of the presented approach 
that is comparable to a separate approach forming the basis 
of today's GNSS receivers. Simulations show that when all 
signals are tracked jointly inter- and intrasystem interference 
can be widely suppressed. This result suggests, that if coarse 
signal acquisition is guaranteed, one can optimize the satellite 
signals with respect to parameter estimation performance [3] 
[4] without trading off their effect onto other systems or 
signals. The only requirement is that the structure of all 
transmit signals has to be available at the receiver. 

II. OUTLINE 

The paper is organized as follows. First we summarize 
related works and introduce the notation. Then, a system 
model with K superimposed LOS satellite signals and a single 
receive antenna is defined. An estimation theoretical derivation 
yields an iterative joint parameter estimation procedure while 
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Fig. 1. GNSS inter- and intrasystem interference 

the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) provides a theoreti
cal performance benchmark. For completeness we review a 
separate estimation approach which is approximated by con
ventional GNSS receivers. For simulations we focus on GPS 
intrasystem and GPS - Galileo intersystem interference and 
compare the performance of the proposed and the conventional 
time-delay estimation (TDE) approaches for different GNSS 
scenarios. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Solving a ML estimator [5] which is formulated directly 
for the position in three-dimensional space through the SAGE 
algorithm [6] is investigated in [7] where [8] tracks the signal 
parameters through a ML estimator on a linearized receive 
signal model. [9] summarizes the concept of Vector Tracking 
[10] and Joint Tracking loops and introduces the idea of 
Position Domain Joint Tracking loops in order to track the 
carrier-phases and estimate the receivers location in parallel 
while [l1] compares Vector Tracking loops to Scalar Track
ing loops. The potential of ML-based parameter estimation 
with a multi-antenna receiver in the presence of mUlti-path 
propagation is shown in [12] [13] [14] [15]. [16] discusses the 
challenges of using GNSS in indoor scenarios and reviews the 
foundations of GNSS signal processing. [17] sheeds light on 
the typical intersystem interference levels through an analytical 
model provided by the International TelecOlmnunication V nion 
(lTV). 

IV. NOTATION 

Throughout this work scalars are defined as lower case 
letters, whereas column vectors and matrices are defined with 
lower case bold letters and upper case bold leters, respectively. 
In addition, arg(x) denotes the phase of the scalar x. The real 
and imaginary part of a scalar x are defined by Re{ x} and 
Im{ x}. AGB represents the Hadamar-Schur product or entry
wise product, while Ilxll denotes the Euclidean norm of x. The 
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix A is given as A + 
while diag(a) yields a matrix with the elements of a on its 
diagonal. 

V. SYSTEM MODEL 

The analog GNSS receive signal in baseband representation 

K 
y(t) = L Sk(t, (h) + n(t) (1) 

k=l 

consists of K satellite signals and additive Gaussian noise 

n(t). The signal components Sk(t) have the form 

(2) 

where Ck (t) E <e denotes the transmit signal of the k-th 
satellite and is assumed to be available at the receiver. Each 
satellite signal arrives at the receiver with unkown time-delay 

Tb unknown Doppler-frequency shift Vb unknown attenuation 

Irkl and carrier-phase arg(rk). The parameters of the k-th 
satellite signal are summarized by 

Sampling the received signal with Ts = 1/2B after an 
ideal low-pass filter with one-sided bandwidth B yields N 
observations 

where 

K 
Y = L Sk(Ok) + n, 

k=l 

y = [y (O), y (Ts), . . .  , y ( (N -l)Ts)]T E <eN 

(4) 

Sk(Ok) = [Sk(O, Ok), sk(Ts, Ok)' . . .  ' sk( (N -l)Ts, Ok)]T E <eN 
n = [n (O), n(Ts), . . .  , n ( (N -l)Ts)]T E <eN. (5) 

Defining the vectors 

7 = [Tl, T2, ... , TK]T E IRK 
V = [VI, V2, ... , VK]T E IRK 
,= [rl,r2, ... ,rK]T E<eK, 

the sum of all LOS signals can be expressed by 

K 
L Sk(Ok) = (C(7) G D(v))!, 
k=1 

where 

C(7) = [Cl(TI), C2(T2), . . .  , CK(TK)] 

(6) 

(7) 

Ck(Tk) = [Ck (  -Tk), ck(Ts - Tk)' . . .  ' ck( (N -l)Ts - Tk)]T 

(8) 

contains the sampled and shifted versions of the satellite 
signals Ck(t) and D(v) E <eNxK encapsulates the Doppler 
frequencies for all impinging signal components 

D(v) = [d (vI), d(V2)' . . .  , d (VK)] 

d (Vk) = [1, ej27rVkTs, ... , ej27rvdN-I)Ts] T (9) 

As the additive noise n(t) is assumed to be zero-mean, unit 
variance, complex circularly-symmetric Gaussian and tempo
rally white and the ideally lowpass filtered receive signal is 
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sampled at Nyquist rate, the noise samples n satisfy 

E[n] = 0  

E[nnH] = 1 

E [nnT] = o. (10) 

Therefore, the parameterized probability density function (pdf) 
of the received signal Y is given by 

(11) 

VI. PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

In order to determine position in time and space, the receiver 
has to estimate its distance to each satellite through range 
measurements. This is achieved by determining the time
of-arrival (TOA) Tk for each of the K signal components 
while the carrier-phase arg(')'k) can be used for refining the 
estimation. 

A. Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation 

For the considered channel parameter estimation problem, 
the proposed procedure relies on formulating the estimator on 
the unknown parameter vector 

(12) 

With the nonlinear least squares function A( 0i y) the ML 
estimator OML is given by 

OML = arg max P(Yi 0) 
(J 

� argmjn A(OiY). (13) 

The channel coefficients iML are obtained by setting the 
partial Wirtinger derivative to zero 

8A(Oi y) 
--'---="":'" = 0, 8,* 

using (7) and solving for , 

iML = (C(r) 8 D(v))+y. 

(14) 

(15) 

Substituting this result into (13), the ML estimator of time
delays and Doppler-shifts requires to maximize a function 1>(r, Vi y) over a 2K-dimensional space 

(TML, VML) 
= argmax yH (C(r) 8 D(v))(C(r) 8 D(v))+y 

(7",101) 

B. Separate Estimation 

A separate parameter estimator, which is approximated in 
current GNSS recievers, is obtained by 

(17) 

The separate estimator is equivalent to the ML estimator if 
K = 1. For K > 1 the separate multi-satellite parameter 
estimation ignores MAl and treats K independent problems 
of the form 

(Tk,SEP, Vk,SEP) 

= argmax yH (Ck(T) 8 d(V))(Ck(T) 8 d(v))+y 
(r,v) 

and 

lyH (Ck( T) 8 d(v)) 12 
= arg(;� Ilck(T) 8 d(v)112 1 yH (Ck (T) 8 d( v)) 1 
= arg(;� I ICk(T)11 
� argmax ¢k(T, Vi y) 

(r,v) 

for k = 1, . . .  , K. 

C. Lower Bound on Estimation Variance 

(18) 

(19) 

The diagonal entries of the inverse Fisher information 
matrix (FIM) F-1 ( 0) provide a lower bound on the achievable 
variance of any unbiased estimator [18]. The ij-th entry of the 
FIM is calculated 

[F(O)] .. = -E [82Inp(YiO)] tJ 8ei8ej' i, j = 1, . . .  , 4K, (20) 

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the true parameter 
value and the expectation is taken with respect to P(Yi 0). This 
bound is known as the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). 
Note that OSEP is, in general, not unbiased and therefore its 
performance can not be bounded by the CRLB. Using (20), 
the FIM can be divided into 16 IRKxK blockmatrices 

FReb} Reb} FReb} 1mb} FReb}7" FReb}v 
T Flmb}7" Flmb}v F(O) = 

FReb} 1mb} Flmb} 1mb} 
F�eb}7" Fimb}7" F 7"7" F 7"V 

� argmax 1>(r,viY). (7",v) (16) 
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where 

FReb} Reb} = 2(C('T) 8 D(v))H (C('T) 8 D(v)) 
FImb}Imb} = 2(C('T) 8 D(V))H (C('T) 8 D(v)) 

F TT = 2yH ('T, v)Y('T, v) 

Fvv = 2'l!H('T,v)'l!('T,v) 
FReb} 1mb} = 0 

FReb}T = 2 Re{(C('T) 8 D(v))Hy('T, v)} 
FReb}v = 2 Re{(C('T) 8 D(V))H'l!('T,v)} 
FImb}T = 2Re{ - j (C('T) 8 D(v))Hy('T, v)} 
FImb}v = 2Re{ - j (C('T) 8 D(v))H 'l!('T, v)} 

FTV = 2Re{yH('T,v)'l!('T,v)} 

with 

containing the partial derivatives 

VII. ALGORITHM 

Due to the dimension of the argument and the nonlinearity 
of the estimator (16) in 'T, v, the required maximization for 
the joint estimator is computationally complex. Therefore, an 
iterative algorithm based on Space-Alternating Generalized 
Expectation-Maximization (SAGE) [6] is used to calculate 
the estimator. Instead of directly maximizing 1>( 'T, Vi y) with 
respect to 'T, v, the algorithm performs the optimization based 
on objective functions with low-dimensional arguments 

(23) 

The parameters T, v are associated with the time-delay and 
Doppler-shift of the k-th satellite while ilk is an auxiliary 
receive signal without the estimated interference of the other 
K - 1 satellites 

K 

ilk = Y - L 8,,(0,.). (24) 

Algorithm 1 Iterative Multi-Satellite TDE with SAGE 

o := OIN 
for l = 1 to L do 

for k = 1 to K do 
A K A 

Yk := Y - I>=" 8"JO"J K=/:-k 
Tk:= argmax¢k(T, Vkiih) 

T 
Vk := arg max ¢k(Tk, Vi ih) 

v 
A ._ (Cdfk)0d(Vk))HYk rk .- IlcdfkW 

end for 
end for 
OML := 0 

Algorithm 2 Initialization Multi-Satellite TDE 

0:= 0 

VIII. GNSS SIGNALS 

For simulations GNSS signals of GPS and Galileo are used. 
For GPS Ll C/ A the satellite signals are generated with 

+00 
Ck(t) = L dk,q g(t - qTc), k = 1, . . .  , K. (25) 

q=-oo 

dk,q E {-I, I} is the q-th element of the k-th satellites unique 
binary PR sequence [19] of length 1023 with chip-duration 
Tc = 977.52 ns. Further, g(t) is the band-limited version of 

1.5 

/\ 

I \ 
1 

/ \ 
'...../ '-./ o 

-0.5 
-4 -2 2 4 

Fig. 2. Bandlimited rectangular chip pulse 

Algorithm 1 can be used to obtain a high resolution solution 
to the estimation problem (16). The procedure guarantees 
convergence to a local optimum of the ML function and can 
be initiated appropriately with OIN, calculated by Algorithm 
2. While the time-delay and Doppler-shifts are estimated by 
determining the maximum of a correlation function, the inter
ference of already estimated signal components is successively 
canceled. 

the rectangular chip pulse shape for a receiver front-end with 
bandwidth B = 1.023 MHz, which is shown in Fig. 2 and 
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given analytically by [20] 

with the sine integral 

S.( ) _ j.t sin(t) d-
1 t - _ t. o t 

For GPS LIC and Galileo El OS Multiplexed BOC (MBOC) 
signals Ck(t) are generated like for GPS LI CIA by following 
the specifications [21] [22]. 

IX. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the performance of both approaches, 

the estimation is performed for different scenarios. As an 
appropriate figure of merit we employ the mean squared error 
(MSE), which is given by the diagonal entries of the matrix 

We basically focus on the time-delay estimation error of one 
particular reference satellite, for instance k = 1 

(27) 
which corresponds to the first diagonal entry of the ma
trix (26). To characterize the performance on average, the 
parameters time-delay, Doppler-shift and carrier-phase are 
simulated as i.i.d. uniformly distributed random variables with 
Tk E [0, Tk], l/k E [-6kHz, 6kHz] and argbk) E [O,21f] for 
k = 1, . . .  , K for each Monte Carlo run. Here Tk denotes the 
period of the k-th satellite signal. If the considered satellites 
are of the same system Tk is equal for all. Before using the 
high-resolution algorithm we assume that a conventional signal 
acquisition algorithm [23] reduces the time and Doppler-shift 
uncertainty. In each scenario the amplitude Irk I is specified by 
the carrier-to-noise density Ck/ No of the k-th satellite based 
on the relation 

A. Intrasystem Interference 

First the focus lies on intrasystem interference in GPS Ll 
CIA. Therefore, four different scenarios are considered: 

1) Increasing Power of the Reference Satellite: In order to 
identify the gain of joint parameter estimation, the estimation 
performance (27) is measured while the interfering satellites 
k = 2, . . .  , K are kept fixed at Ck/No = 51.5 dB-Hz and 
Cd No of the reference satellite is increased from 48.5 to 51.5 
dB-Hz. Therefore, the satellite of interest increases its power 
level while the remaining satellites stay fixed. The received 
signal is observed for Tk = 1 ms, resulting in N = 2046 

samples. In Fig. 3, the performance of both estimators in the 
presence of K = 6 satellites is shown and compared to the 
CRLB. The benefit of joint estimation for six satellites is here 
equivalent to approximately 1 dB received power. Moreover, 
joint estimation with SAGE can be considered efficient as the 
CRLB is attained. 
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14r ----r----+----+----�--�r_--� 

S 12.���r_--_+ ���----r_--_+----� 
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Estimation performance vs. Cd N 0 

2) Increasing Power of Interfering Satellites: The estima
tion performance (27) for K = 6 is now observed as a function 
of the power level of interfering satellites. Contrary to the 
first scenario, the power level of satellite 1, the reference 
satellite, is kept fixed at 51.5 dB-Hz, while the power of 
the remaining satellites is increased. Although this situation 
might lead to a better estimation of T2, ... , TK , the accuracy of 
Tl,SEP degrades (Fig. 4) as the reference satellite suffers from 
raised interference. The joint estimator, on the other hand, 
performs robustly in the presence of interferers. 

14 
---*- Seperate Estimator 
-A- Joint ML Estimator 

<JJ ..... -e- CR Lower Bound 
� V 
S 12 

.5 

� 10 

/ 

� 
� 

� 
I 

� 
I 

"" "" "" 
� � 

8 

52 53 54 55 56 

CdNo in dB-Hz 

Fig. 4. Estimation performance vs. Ck/No 

3) Increasing Total Number of Satellites: The effect of in
trasystem interference becomes more important as the number 
of in-view satellites increases (Fig. 5). We choose Ck/ N 0 = 

51.5 dB-Hz for k = 1, . . .  , K and observation duration 1 ms, 
while the total number of satellites K varies from 1 up to 12. 

It is observed that the joint estimator achieves the CRLB in
dependently of the number of interfering satellites. This result 
suggests that the number of practically interfering satellites, 
regardless if from the same system or not, is irrelevant with 
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respect to time-delay estimation performance as long as the 
structure of all incoming signals is known and taken into 
account at the receiver. 

12 

� Seperate Estimator 1 
-A- Joint ML Estimator 
-e- CR Lower Bound 

1/ 
/ V 

� /\ /\ A A 
"-../ 

I 
"-../ "-../ "-../ 

I I 8 
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Fig. 5. Increasing number of satellites 
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4) Increasing Observation Time: The previous simulations 
were performed for an observation time of 1 ms, i.e., the 
received signal was observed for a very short duration of 
one code-period. For this scenario, again all satellites have 
equal Ck/No = 51.5 dB-Hz, but the TDE performance is now 
calculated for different observation times of 2, 3 and 4 code
period (Fig. 6). While by averaging over a longer observation 
time the effect of thermal noise becomes less pronounced, 
the effect of intrasystem interference remains unchanged. The 
simulation shows that it is not possible to overcome the 
degradation due to MAl by observing the received signal for 
a longer time. 

'" .... 
� v 

� Seperate Estimator 
10 ",,--+---t--- 1 -A- Joint ML Estimator 
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.= 
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1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

Code periods 

Fig. 6. Increasing observation time 

Galileo EI OS, as these two signals feature a similar power 
spectrum. In Fig. 7, the time-delay estimation performance 
(27) is observed for an intra and intersystem interference 
scenario of 6 Galileo satellites (k = 1, . . .  , 6) transmitting EI 
OS pilot and data component with period Tk = 4 ms and 
6 GPS satellites (k = 7, . . .  , 12) transmitting LIC pilot and 
data component with period Tk = 10 ms. Here, we assume a 
coherent integration time over one Galileo code period of 4 ms 
while the receiver front-end bandwidth B is set to 2 x 1.023 
MHz. Like in the first scenario, the power level of a Galileo 
reference satellite is increased while Ck/ N 0 = 51.5 dB-Hz 
of all other Galileo and GPS satellites k = 2, . . .  , 12 are kept 
fixed. Consequently, for this scenario intrasystem interference 
is introduced by Galileo satellites and intersystem interference 
is caused by GPS satellites. Although, in comparison to the 
simulations for GPS LI CIA, the estimation variance of 
both estimators is reduced due to a larger bandwidth Band 
observation time, the effect of interference is considerable, 
resulting in a 1. 75 dB gain of the proposed approach over the 
conventional estimation procedure for this scenario. 

3 '" .... 
� v 
S 2.5 .= 

� 
2 

� Seperate Estimator 
1.5 -A- Joint ML Estimator 

-e- CR Lower Bound 

48.5 49 49.5 50 50.5 51 51.5 
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Fig. 7. Estimation performance vs. Cd N 0 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a high resolution joint parameter estimation 
method for K satellites has been presented and evaluated. 
Inter- and intrasystem interference which result from the 
lack of orthogonality between the transmit signals of distinct 
satellites and systems degrades the estimation accuracy of 
current GNSS receivers. By taking into account mutual in
terference at the receiver with the proposed joint estimation 
procedure, simulations indicate that it is possible to outperform 
the traditional scheme of estimating each satellite separately 
which does not take into account the interference. The joint 
approach performs robustly with respect to the number of 
interferers and their signal power, whereas the performance 

B. Intersystem Interference of the separate approach degrades significantly. Through an 
The investigation of intersystem interference is of special iterative algorithm the complexity of both approaches can be 

interest for the new interoperable civilian signals GPS LIC and kept similar. In order to fully benefit from the joint approach 
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the signal structure of all satellites has to be available at the 
GNSS receiver. 
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